Wichita Historical Aircraft Modelers
SAM 56
Newsletter for January 2018
Phil Burress, Editor. info@wichitafreeflight.org

I am always interested in ideas for this newsletter! -Email suggestions to Phil at
info@wichitafreeflight.org

Announcements: Next Meeting is Saturday, January 27, 2018 at The Mediterranean Grill.
*2018 Club Dues are due!

Meeting Minutes, Sept 9, 2017:
Attendees: Betty & Larry Bishop, Phil & son Fletcher Burress, Jane & Earl Griffith, Regina & Marty Kline, Marty
& Jim O'Reilly, Kent Peters, Linda & Chuck Powell, El Salguero, Marilyn & Bill Schmidt

President Powell called the meeting to order, the minutes were accepted and Treasurer reported that the club
assets remained positive. He also announced that 2018 dues are now payable.

Old Business: The HAFFA Contest was held in Marion on Sept. 30/Oct. 1. Weather was very nice on Saturday
but very windy on Sunday. The second Perry, OK contest was held on Oct.6/7. Saturday was very muddy as they
received 4" of rain Fri. night/Sat. morning, so those who chose to fly got very muddy. Sunday was better, and the
ground was "walkable" with less mud. There was a good turn-out from KS, TX and OK. Linda Powell brought
lasagna for lunch on Sunday which was a big hit!

New Business: Memories of our good friend, Dan Walton, were shared. Dan always had unique things. Most
impressive was his model of the "Spruce Goose" with 8 Cox .010 engines. Dan could start all 8 of them very
easily, and it was an impressive sight which quite a few of us witnessed. Bill Schmidt related many experiences
with Dan over the years. We are sure going to miss Dan. It was announced that Mark Troutman, of Katy, TX,
recently lost his wife, Pam, after a long battle with Alzheimer's. Jim O'Reilly gave a report about the recent SAM
Champs out west. He ventured out there by himself (it's 1100 miles each way) and entered 7 rubber events,
winning all of them! He came home with a very nice glass mug engraved with "2017 Rubber Champ" and another
very nice trophy. He said the weather was a "mixed bag".

Show & Tell: Marty Kline brought a beautiful PBY Catalina which he hand-carved out of solid basswood. He
said he was challenged by his father to build a model. The PBY was his father's favorite airplane. Marty paid $35
for the solid basswood in 1988, carved the plane, and presented it to his dad on Father's Day that year. He said
his dad was absolutely speechless! Jim O'Reilly showed his "hardware" from the SAM Champs. Ed Salguero
brought several plans from Orr's Bookstore on E. Douglas across from East High to share with the members.
These were "grabbed up" very fast. Chuck Powell showed off his Joe Williams Moffett.

Clockwise from upper left: (1)Jim O’Reilly shows his SAM Champs plaque. (2)Marty Kline’s immaculate PBY
Catalina that he hand carved for his father from a solid piece of basswood. (3)Chuck Powell and his Joe Williams
Moffett

Club Dues for 2018 are due:
Membership cost is

WHAM News, Views and Reviews: by Phil Burress
The FAA has reinstated it’s controversial UAS Registration requirement. There has been much talk about
this over the last few years and this registration requirement was suspended due to a court ruling last year. Now,
it has been reinstated. If you registered before, no need to register again.
There has been some confusion in the FF world as to how this affects us. This particular answer from the AMA
page seems to answer it:
“Q: Do only drones and multirotor operators need to register?
A: Anyone who flies a model that can freely navigate in the air and uses a remote control device (e.g. RC
transmitter) is required to register. This includes drones, traditional fixed wing model aircraft, model helicopters,
and other remote controlled model aircraft. If you exclusively fly models under .55 pounds, indoors, control line, or
free flight models - you do not need to register. “
So according to this, even your large FF airplanes are exempt. Our ½a Texaco ships are not exempt, by virtue of
having R/C control and presumably weighing more than .55 pounds. Read the AMA FAQ page for yourself at
http://www.modelaircraft.org/aboutama/faa-uas-faq.aspx

More Peck-Polymers news! Peck-Polymers is now producing and distributing Golden Age Reproduction
kits. These are great designs in the 23”-30” wingspan range.
Here’s a

nifty site I ran across that focuses on Wakefield models. http://www.oldwakefields.com/

Xacto has a new series of #11 blades, called the Z series blades. I’ve tried them and they are the
sharpest #11 blade I’ve run across. They are double honed and coated with zirconium nitrate which supposedly
will make them last longer.

New free flight vender!  Hummingbird model products is coming out with some great short kits including the
“Toto” 1952 Wakefield Wakefield and other old Timers such as a Vargowock short kit.
https://hummingbirdmodelproducts.com/ Hopefully they will keep it up and release more designs.

Fellow Free Fligher Profile: George Avila Welcome to the first (and hopefully not last) in a series!

WHAM Members and perhaps other free flight enthusiasts will be interviewed and profiled in our newsletter. The
entire interview will be placed on the wichitafreeflight.org web site. If you don’t see it, keep checking and I will get
it there eventually.

Phil: What was your first model?
George: It was a Comet Kit, around 1942. It was a P-40, I believe. I remember being impressed with
the Flying Tigers as a kid. I was almost 10 at the time
Phil: What did you use to build on? A Building board?
George: No, we built by hand. Back then in Barstoy, Ca., there were no hobby shops. There was a
Sprouse Reitz dime store where you could get nickel tubes of Lee Pages glue and 10 cent Comet kits.
This was during WWII and most of these kits had cardboard formers and hardwood strip wood.
Phil: Been building and flying continuously or taking breaks? Continuously.
Phil: Did you build mostly rubber powered back then?
George: That’s all there was back then, before the advent of control line. Jim Walker came along with
the whip control in the late ‘40s. Then someone figured out a bell crank assist arrangement and Joe
Stanzel came out with the single line system.
Phil: What was your first really good flying model?
George: In high school I had several but one that really impressed me was the 1/2a Bootstrap, with a
Wasp .049, free flight.
Phil: Do you remember the first one you’ve lost? No way to guess. I’ve lost them in FF and had
flyaways in RC. When I was stationed in Alaska I would slope soar gliders. That’s where I had my first
hour long glider flight. I had a glider end up 500 feet down on the shore of the bay. I had to avoid two
bears during that three hour retrieval.
Phil: I didn’t know you were that involved in R/C.
George: I started flying in 57, rubber band escapement , hard tube receivers, single channel. The first
proportional I bought was in 1965, by Orbit. I had friends in that factory including Bob Dunham, Mark
Smith and Eloy Mirez. In Alaska we flew in extreme cold, so Eloy would get my radios cold in the
freezer, down to zero degrees farenheit, and retune them in that state so they would be reliable in the
extreme cold. I remember flying new years day, 1976, when it was 28 below zero. I had a big Ugly
Stick on skis that day. It’s a different cold up there, very dry.
Phil: Any estimates of how many airplanes you’ve built over the years?
George: It’s be in the hundreds. All sorts of FF, R/C, Control Line. I was one of the early members of
the NMRP National Miniature pylon assoc. Early member of LSF League of Silent Flight (r/c gliders)
I’ve flown pattern and I won the NATs in Pattern in 1978. Speed, Combat control line.
Phil: do you have a favorite?
George: Probably my favorite airplane is the Aeromaster biplane. I know the guys who designed it.
Lou Andrews designed it and Ernie Huber was in charge of production design. Ernie gave me drawings
for it in 1964. This early design of the airplane had a built up fuselage while later versions used sheet

sides. I built it, number three of this design, and put over 3k flights on it. I remember burning a gallon of
fuel flying it one day in Anchorage Alaska. I crashed it in 1967 and Bob Routh salvaged it, repaired and
flew it more. That design had built up fuse rather than the later sheet sided fuse.
Phil: Favorite rubber powered model or one that you’ve had great success with?
George: George Schraeder designed a group of models including the Longshot then came out with
larger versions the Big Shot and the Double Shot. I’ve built 8-10 of them over the years. His kits were
some of the finest ever. I flew his wakefield, the Wake Up competitively for a couple of years.
Phil: What’s your favorite size of rubber powered model?
George: Thats a tough one because in the context of competition, there are size specifications.
Phil: Say you were building a Gollywock sized airplane. How concerned are you with weight? Are you
always trying to use the lightest wood?
George: In this part of the world I’m not that concerned with weight. We don’t have that many soft
grass fields, and many calm days. I build for the conditions. So my airplanes tend to be structurally
sound and they maybe a little heavier than some, but they are built for the conditions that I anticipate
flying in.
Phil:  Again, say you’re building a Gollywock. What’s your preferred glue for general construction?
George: CA glue. Just make sure your parts are well cut so your joints are good. When I was a kid I
worked for a carpenter and he made a carpenter out of me. He said, “Any glue you can see doesn’t do
you any good”. CA can sand if you are careful and use the right type of sandpaper. Some of the
sandpapers that painters use to rough up latex paint. Try different ones to find one that works well.
Phil: I noticed that you adhere your tissue to never available surface- every wing bay for example.
Why?
George: Structure. Tissue is weak by itself but if you put it on a structure it strengthens it quite a bit
and helps make it warp resistant.
Phil: How do you compare the R/C experience with FF? They are different worlds? I love them both.
With FF it’s getting more and more difficult to find fields to fly in, but most cities have R/C fields.
Phil: I have flown electric r/c and like that it can be more reliable and you don’t have to fiddle with an
engine at the field to get it running right.
George: People who have to fiddle with their engines at the field don’t know what they’re doing.
Phil: back to FF, what would be your favorite category to fly. G: That would be A2 or F1A; the big
gliders. My knees don’t allow me to run enough to fly these any more. Among Rubber powered
airplanes, that would probably be the small mulvihill, 200 sq in. I have a couple and they are fun to fly.
Phil: I’m kind of intimidated by flying (and chasing!) big models. G: If you don’t try something, or get
some help when you try it, you’ll never find out what the answers are. And I don’t know too many
modelers who are not helpful.
Phil: Do you build in wash in or wash out? No, I built straight and add wash in or wash out after it’s
covered. For a rubber powered model, if necessary, I add a little wash in to the inboard wing to assist
the circle under power. So for a model that flies righ-left, the wash in is on the right wing. Some people
also add a little wash out on the outboard (left) wing, but I usually don’t. In trimming, many modelers
don’t understand the dynamics of what makes an airplane fly, and if you make a trim change, what are
you doing to those dynamics. For most rubber models, if the CG is not stated on the plans, I usually
start at about 60%, and hand glide, shifting the wing and/or adding nose weight as necessary. I
usually start with 1 ½-2 degrees positive incidence on the wing and about 0 or -1 degrees negative
incidence on the stabilizer. A good flying airplane is a bunch of compromises all rolled into one.

Phil: What is the appeal of this hobby for you that has kept you into it for so long? A: The people.
Some of the finest people I’ve ever met are associated with this hobby.
Clockwise from upper left: (1) George Avila in Alaska, 1973-74 with his Aeromaster Biplane, (2) Flying his Cricket
Helicoper, (3) A recent picture a George with his current project, an Antic (4) Another Alaska picture, on the
flightline in 1965-66 with a Sweeper model.

Here’s a Plan: This Hawker Hunter would make a fun jet catapult contender, or you could go all esoteric and
slap on a jetex or rapier unit. It says 12” W/S but we won’t be offended if you enlarge it a bit.

Bonus CLG Plan. The Viggen:

Check out our website and let us know what you think!  www.wichitafreeflight.org
The next WHAM/SAM 56 Dinner meeting will be held January 27, 2018 at The Mediterranean
Grill 335 S. Towne East Mall Dr., Wichita, KS 67207 (316) 651-5599. Social Hour @ 6pm, Dinner at
6:30pm.
Club Events: 1/2a Texaco, Jimmy Allen, FAC Moth, C/HLG, or as arranged.
Contacting WHAM/SAM 56:
jenglert@cox.net

Email or mail Jeff Englert, 10118 Sterling Ct., Wichita, KS 67208

Club Officers are President: Chuck Powell 316-655-3154; Vice President Bill Schmidt 316-744-0378;
Secretary: Jeff Englert 316-722-7491; Treasurer Phil Burress 316-210-0707

*Meeting this Saturday, January 27!
*2017 dues are due!

WHAM/SAM 56
Jeff Englert, Secretary
10118 Sterling Court
Wichita, KS 67205

